Philco ford radio

Philco founded as Helios Electric Company , renamed Philadelphia Storage Battery Company
was a pioneer in battery, radio, and television production. In the company was purchased by
Ford and was known as Philco-Ford from Ford sold the company to GTE in , and it was
purchased by Philips in In North America, the Philco brand is currently owned by Philips. In
other markets, the Philco International brand is owned by Electrolux. In the early s, Philco made
storage batteries, "socket power" battery eliminator units plug-in transformers , and battery
chargers. With the invention of the rectifier tube, which made it practical to power radios by
electrical outlets, in , Philco entered the radio business. By the end of , they were selling more
radios than any other maker, a position they held for more than 20 years. Philco built many
iconic radios and television sets , including the classic cathedral -shaped wooden radio of the s
aka the "Baby Grand" , and the Predicta series of television receiver sets of the s. Philo
Farnsworth , credited for inventing the first fully functional all electronic vacuum tube television
system patent US filed Jan 7, , worked at Philco from to Philco was founded in as Helios Electric
Company. As this line of business slowly foundered over the last decade of the 19th century,
the firm experienced increasingly difficult times. As the Philadelphia Storage Battery Company,
in it began making batteries for electric vehicles. They later supplied home charging batteries to
the infant radio industry. The Philco brand name appeared in From to , all radios were powered
by storage batteries which were fairly expensive and often messy in the home. A very
successful August product, called the "Socket Power Battery Eliminator", was a rectifier unit
which enabled users to operate their battery-powered radios from standard light or wall
sockets. By over a million of these units had been sold, but the invention of the vacuum tube
rectifier incorporated into the coming line of radio sets made this technology obsolete. In ,
Philco decided to begin making radios. Up to that time most radios were handmade and priced
for relatively wealthy consumers. Atwater-Kent, the leading radio seller, coincidentally was also
located in Philadelphia. The Philadelphia Storage Battery Company decided that prices of radios
could be scaled for a mass market by incorporating assembly line techniques then only used by
the automobile industry. Philco radios were notable for their economy of design without
sacrificing quality or durability. Like other makers of the era, they offered a wide line of radios
beginning with five-tube sets all the way up to high-fidelity consoles with 20 tubes in Philco also
made battery-powered radios which were by then called "farm radios", most of which had
cabinets identical to their AC powered versions. The Philco "Baby Grand" today called
"cathedral" radios by collectors was a shape that featured an arched top that wrapped from the
sides over the top. This was for economic reason partly, as one piece of wood formed both the
top and sides. Philco sold far more of this style than any other maker, a total of over two million
in over twenty models, with from four to eleven tubes from to ; [8] many of them exist today in
collections. By today's standards, most are still excellent performing AM band radios when
restored. A few of their innovations were very futuristic. From to , they sold radios that were
remotely operated by wireless controls, the one-tube "Mystery Control", used on their tube
model RX-SU or These units had a tiny mirror attached to the player's needle. A beam of light
was focused on the mirror which caused a vibrating light to hit a solar cell and produce the
audio signal. While this system had some advantages over the standard crystal phono cartridge
of the time, it was unreliable and is today a very difficult unit to restore. Philco began marketing
car radios in and later expanded into other areas including air conditioners , refrigerators ,
home freezers , consumer televisions , electric ranges , home laundry washers and dryers , and
home entertainment products. By , Philco had led the radio industry in volume sales for 24
straight years, selling over 30 million radios. Philco was also a pioneer in television
broadcasting, launching experimental station W3XE in The Philco Predicta TV set was
introduced in for the model year. It was a black and white television with the picture tube
mounted in a unique steerable pod on a pedestal. There were many versions: 17" or 21" picture
tubes, wood or metal cabinets and table or floor standing versions, some with rare UHF tuners.
Its specially designed, high-deflection-angle to achieve a shallow front-to-back depth picture
tube turned out to be a very unreliable design, and cost the company dearly in repairs and
reputation. Many of them were sold to motels and bars due to the convenience of the swivel
tube arrangement. It was discontinued in ; a great failure for Philco. In late , engineers at Philco
Corporation invented the surface-barrier transistor , [13] the first high frequency transistor
suitable for use in high speed computers. In June , the National Security Agency and the United
States Navy entered into a contract with Philco to build a specialized scientific transistorized
computer based on Philco's surface barrier transistor technology. The project was called SOLO,
since the idea was to have powerful personal workstations, and the computer was later
commercially named the Philco Transac S Navy's David Taylor Basin Research Division in , to
build a larger scale fully transistorized computer using its surface-barrier transistor technology,
which was named the CPXQ model and later became the Philco Transac S Philco had developed

and produced a miniature transistorized computer brain for the Navy's jet fighter planes in ,
which was called the "Transac" C, C and which stood for "Transistor Automatic Computer". It
used Philco's high-frequency surface-barriers transistors in its circuitry design. Chrysler and
Philco announced that they had developed and produced the world's first all-transistor car radio
and it was announced in the April 28, , edition of the Wall Street Journal. Philco's radio
manufacturing plant in Sandusky, Ohio, had produced the all-transistor car radio unit for the
Chrysler Corporation, which also used Philco's surface-barrier transistors in its circuitry
design. This was originally announced in the June 28, , edition of the Wall Street Journal. Its
circuitry used three Philco germanium PNP alloy-fused junction audio frequency transistors.
After the season ended, Philco decided to discontinue the all-transistor portable 45rpm
phonograph models, for transistors were too expensive compared to vacuum tubes. The Philco
Transac models S scientific computer and S electronic data processing computer, were the first
commercially produced large-scale all transistor computers, which were introduced in
Pomerene and Y. Wong of the Institute for Advanced Study. It incorporated a speed up
technique for asynchronous adders reducing the time for additive carry-overs to propagate. In ,
Philco developed and produced the world's first battery-powered portable transistorized TV.
Three of the machines were installed that year [ citation needed ] and ran until The machines
were also used by research labs at Westinghouse Electric and General Electric. In , NASA
contracted with Philco to build the worldwide tracking station network for Project Mercury , and
all subsequent man-in-space projects until the ground station network was replaced by the
TDRS communication satellites in the s. In later years, the company produced automotive
electronic controls, aerospace tracking systems, and artificial satellites. In , Philco was also
responsible for the design, manufacturing, installation, and service of all the consoles used in
both Mission Operations Control Rooms a. Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. The
Philco-designed and installed consoles in Mission Control 2 at the Johnson Space Center have
been preserved and will be restored to their Apollo-era configuration for historical purposes. In ,
Philco-Ford began to sell reverse osmosis -based water purification systems that used
tube-shaped membranes developed by the company to filter and desalinate raw polluted water
for municipal utilities and manufacturing. On December 11, , Ford Motor Company purchased
Philco and continued to offer consumer products, computer systems and defense related
projects. The company, which had supplied Ford with some of its car radios as early as the s,
continued to provide Ford with car and truck radio receivers; consumer product investments
were also made to color television production. Along with color and black and white television,
Philco continued to produce refrigerators, washers, dryers, air conditioners, stoves, radios,
portable transistor radios, portable phonographs, audio console systems with high quality
"Mastercraft" furniture cabinets, and component stereo systems. The company branded Philco
products as "Philco-Ford" in , and console stereo systems reached their zenith during and ,
with high quality cabinet construction and powerful stereo chassis systems of and watt
consoles. Philco at one time was one of the largest furniture producers in the world, but the end
was near for "high quality" furniture cabinets along with stereo equipment. Solid wood cabinets
with veneers were replaced with cheaper wood composites covered in vinyl paper and plastic
wood pieces. The quality electronic systems that had been built in the United States were
replaced with new designs and systems, engineered and built at a plant owned by
Philco-Taiwan. Eventually, all consumer electronic goods would be made by Philco-Taiwan, to
lower costs of production and be more competitive in the market. The prevailing industry trend
was to move consumer electronic manufacturing to Asia in order to lower the cost of labor and
production, and Philco-Ford was no exception to this movement. Heavy consumer goods major
appliances such as refrigerators, air conditioners and washer-dryers continued to be built in the
United States, along with television receivers. In , a complete line of breakthrough refrigerators
was introduced, consisting of eight side-by-side "Cold Guard" models, which used about
one-third less electricity than comparable competitive makes. The company as well as the
Sylvania brand name was acquired from GTE by Philips in so that Phillips could gain the rights
to use its trademark in the United States. Philco had been able to keep Philips from using its
trademark because of the similar-sounding names, so Philips had sold its products in the
United States under the name " Norelco ". Philips later used the Philco name for promotional
consumer electronics and licensed the name for private brands and retro-style consumer
electronics. Bendix automatic washing machine As of , the company is mainly recognised in
Australia. In Argentina , in March , Philco was acquired by a group of Argentine investors. The
presence of Philco in Argentina dates since and remains a traditional mark of appliances in this
country. It currently manufactures refrigerators by Helametal Catamarca S. Philco Argentina. In
Chile , the brand belongs to Fuji Corp S. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the cycling
team, see Philco cycling team. Philadelphia , Pennsylvania. United States. See also: Philco
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Semiconductors Philco , the Philadelphia Storage Battery Company formerly known as the
Spencer Company and later the Helios Electric Company , was a pioneer in early battery, radio
and television production as well as former employer of Philo Farnsworth , inventor of cathode
ray tube television. Philco's rise to the top of radio makers was an amazing feat. While other
makers like Atwater-Kent, Zenith, RCA and many now forgotten others Freshman Masterpiece,
Fada, Grebe, etc sold many battery-powered radios in the early 's, Philco only made batteries,
"socket power" units and battery chargers. With the invention of the rectifier tube which allowed
radios to be operated from the wall socket, Philco knew their business was doomed, and
decided in to get into the booming radio business. By they would sell more radios than any
other maker and hold that first place position for over 20 years. Basically, by sitting out the
early 's development years of radio Philco jumped into the game right when it was taking off,
and zoomed ahead of its competitors. Philco built many iconic radios and TV sets, including the
classic cathedral -shaped wooden radio of the s aka the "Baby Grand" , and the very futuristic
in a s sort of way Predicta series of television receivers. From its inception in until , the
company that eventually became known as Philco manufactured carbon-arc lamps. As this line
of business slowly foundered over the last decade of the 19th century, the firm experienced
increasingly difficult times. Philco as the Philadelphia Storage Battery Company began in
making batteries for electric vehicles. They later supplied home charging batteries to the infant
radio industry. From to all radios were powered by storage batteries, which were fairly
expensive, and often messy in the home. A very successful product, called the "Socket Power",
was a rectifier unit that allowed users to operate their battery powered radios from standard wall
current. The Philco brand name appeared in By over a million of these units had been sold.
However, the invention of the vacuum tube rectifier incorporated into the coming line of radio
sets made this technology obsolete. In , Philco decided to begin making radios. The first Philco
radios were introduced in mid A total 96, radios were produced that year, making Philco radios
26th in the nation in production volume. Up to that time, most radios were handmade and priced
for relatively wealthy consumers. Atwater-Kent was the leading radio seller, co-incidently, they
were also located in Philadelphia. The Philadelphia Storage Battery Company decided that
prices of radios could be scaled for a mass market by incorporating assembly line techniques
then only used by the automobile industry. Philco radios were notable for their economy of
design without sacrificing quality or durability. Like other makers of the era, they offered a wide
line of radios, beginning with little 5 tube sets all the way up to high-fidelity consoles with 20
tubes in Philco also made battery powered radios which were by then called "Farm radios",
most of which had cabinets identical to their AC powered versions. The Philco "Baby Grand"
today called "Cathedral" radios by collectors was a shape that featured an arched top that
wrapped from the sides over the top. This was for economical reason partly, as one piece of
wood formed both the top and sides. Philco sold far more of this style than any other maker,
and many of them exist today in collections. By today's standards, most of them are still
excellent performing AM band radios when restored. A few of their innovations were very
futuristic. From to they sold radios that were remotely operated by wireless controls. This
feature was not offered by any other maker until the 's stereo receivers. These units had a tiny
mirror attached to the player's needle. A beam of light was focused on the mirror which caused
a vibrating light to hit a solar cell and produce the audio signal. While this system had some
advantages over the standard crystal phono cartridge of the time, it was unreliable and is today

a very difficult unit to restore. By , Philco had led the radio industry in volume sales for 24
straight years, selling over 30 million radios [3]. The Philco Predicta TV set was introduced in
for the model year. It was a black and white television with the picture tube mounted in a unique
steerable pod on a pedestal. There were many versions: 17" or 21" picture tubes, wood or metal
cabinets and table or floor standing versions, some with rare UHF tuners. It turned out to be a
very dogged design, and cost the company dearly in repairs and reputation. Many of them were
sold to motels and bars due to the convenience of the swivel tube arrangement. It was
discontinued in ; a great failure for Philco, like the Edsel automobile was for Ford, which
ironically ran the exact same model years. Today the Predicta is a collector's favorite and
restored examples can easily be found. Three of the machines were installed that year and ran
until The machines were also used by research labs at Westinghouse Electric and General
Electric. The Philco S Transac was the first solid state computer. It used discrete transistors
instead of vacuum tubes, the integrated circuit not yet invented. In later years, they produced
automotive electronic controls, aerospace tracking systems, and artificial satellites. Acquired
by Ford Motor Company on December 11 , and renamed Philco-Ford, it continued to make many
car radios for Ford vehicles as well as its other products. Eventually, the name was abandoned.
The company was acquired by Philips in in order to gain the rights to use t
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he Philips trademark in the United States. Philco had been able to keep Philips from using its
trademark legally because of the similarly sounding names. Philips continues to use the Philco
name for promotional consumer electronics and has licensed the name for private brands and
retro style consumer electronics. The Philco brand in this case is being licensed by Philips to
Funai , who is manufacturing these boxes. Bendix automatic washing machine As of , the
company is mainly recognised in Australia. In Argentina , in March , Philco was acquired by a
group of Argentine investors. The presence of Philco in Argentina dates since , remains a
traditional mark of appliances in this country. It currently manufactures refrigerators and white
line products by Philco Argentina S. Argentina [3]. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in.
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